
Cambridge 24 x 67 

Dear Emmett, 
Glad to hear you are sa1·e1y back; so are John and I, and 

I have heard from Lydia too. In fact we are starting another 
long correspondence about the proofs 01· Studies, which are 
pretty aw:t'ul. 

I expect you have heard by now that Grumach died in London 
e8rlier this month. He was due to give some lectures in 
England (some at Birmingham) and ~ne in London was to have 
been to-day, on the pi~~ographic script I am sorry, for 
he was a nice man; but at least this removes one of our most 
influential opponents. I can't help speculating about the 
futur·e of KADMOS. I imagine the ediddrial board will be con
sulted ebou~a new editor. Is there any hope of getting some
one acceptable to us all as a replacement? Or will it die 
with its founder? I hope you will use what influence you 
have to see that someone like Beattie or Brice does not get 
control. IF Kadrnos would concentrete on the undeciphered 
scripts, and MINOS would cope with L:in;sr B, that might be thE 
best solution. 

I have had a very nice letter from Ruiperez, repeating 
the assurances he gave Michel about Minos, Bnd enclssing 
proof of the article I sent him from Madison on pa-wo-ke. 
I shall do my best to persuade him to get it going again, and 
be prepared to send him something to publish. 

Now about PTT. I'm not keen on Aaa, etc. For one thing 
if we go to three letters we shall have to be careful we 
don't make up any rude words (in any language). I would 
rather we had Aao< and Aa (3 etc. , even ii' this meens we can't 
type them. But v~hat I think might be a fair solution is to 
keep the prefix letters as Aa, Ab, etc.; but when you come 
to print Aa you divide them into t 10 groups on the p2ge, and 
head each (a) (b) or whatever. Rather in fact as G & S. did 
in IP, though of course you will need an index to find the 
tablet you want. For the ones which belong to the general 
category, but don't fit into the sets, you can leave the 
laet place blank (as in V); but if you adopt my previous sug
gestiol'l, you will need a marker. I hPve temporarily used 
x (superior in my notation~ for this (e.g. AmX) since this 
corresponds to the use of X in other positions. 

I hear from Miss Gwynn that her work is on its way to 
you. I promised I 1ould say nothing to prejudice you; but I 
must tell you that in her last letter she says that she envies 
you being at the very beginning and having the chDnce of 
seeing the flash of inspirati~n which v,ill convince you Rhe 
is on the right lines. 

I am giving a e r tomorrow to the Linguistic Society 
here on Problems of Decipherment. Did I tell you in Rome 
about my distinction o:E two kinas of' nonsense'? ne w ic i s 
nonsense because it is un_true or -inconsisten~e 
ot~er ~ich is conditional on the circuilistanc in ~hicb it 
is uttered. My point is that decipherme s rarely yieJd the 
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the first kind; but the second can only be jud~ed nonsense 
if we know all the circumstances, which obvio~~Y we don't. 
Therefore finding sense in a decipherment is no proof what
soever of its correctness. I have now·· got hold of Davis's 
book; it is even worse than I feared. All sorts of seals 
(from all over Anatolia as well as the Aegean) which have 
pretty patterns on them are turned into inscriptions, all 
01' which s a y, with monotonous regularity, 11 1 cut. '' 

Yours 
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